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This interdisciplinary study is an initial landscape archaeological based investigation into 
the medieval origins and development of the highly dispersed settlement of Eversholt in 
Bedfordshire. Eighteenth century records cite the village with seventeen separate Ends 
(interrupted rows) as well as at least ten common fields.  
 
Investigations involved a sample series of test pits concentrating on four of the Ends with 
results compared to information drawn from both documentary sources and field 
reconnaissance in other parts of the settlement. The evidence for the creation by assart 
and the medieval extent of the Eversholt common field system is suggested. Reference is 
made to research carried out in other areas  
 
Consideration is also made of the possible locations for the pre-Norman Manshead 
Hundred Assembly place known from documentary sources as well as evidence for the 
existence of a medieval deer park within Eversholt both suggested by field names. 
The results of this study demonstrates the value of test pits as a means of continued 
research into the origins and development of this settlement and its associated field 
systems. It also recommends specific areas within the study area for further research. 
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Introduction to the Eversholt Project 
 
This project used a landscape archaeological approach to investigate the development of 
Eversholt (Figure 1) a dispersed medieval village within an area of Bedfordshire which has 
previously received only limited archaeological attention. There have been recent regional, 
multi-parish and local parish level archaeological studies in other areas which provide 
exemplars of how a landscape approach could be used to investigate Eversholt in this 
way.  
 
The earliest complete map of the Eversholt field system, the 1764 Field Map (R1/ 248 & 

Figure 25), was digitised into a Geographic Information System (GIS) and its analysis 
formed the core of the projects research along with transcripts of the associated Field 
Book (Fowler 1936) plus aerial photographs and other archive material. Field work was 
based around a series of test pits within a sample of ends, limited field walking and a 
series of reconnaissance visits to areas of interest in the landscape. 
  
Reference was made to recent landscape related studies both ongoing and published 
including; the Whittlewood Project (Jones and Page 2006) which covered 12 parishes in 
detail, the Higher Education Field Academy (HEFA) programme involving extensive series 
of test pits within villages, the Shapwick Project a community based investigation into a 
single village (Aston and Gerrard 2013) and the East Oxford Project (Archeox) also 
community based. All of these projects have made use of test pits as an integral aspect of 
their research into prior landscapes along with geophysical surveying, topographic and 
other methods as appropriate and resources allowed. 
  
Project Aims 

 

The early history of Eversholt has been drawn from a scattering of references in 

documentary sources however this does not provide the full story. Some parts of the 

village contain buildings which stylistically pre-date the earliest documentary records of the 

Ends in which they lie by over a century. The primary aim of this project while limited in the 

scale of field techniques utilised was to evaluate the extent of surviving archaeological 

evidence for earlier settlement activity within a cross section of the Ends and consequently 

the scope for future archaeological work in the wider area. Three subsidiary questions 

addressed were whether landscape archaeological techniques could (a) identify how the 
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common fields within the village were organised and used in the medieval period, (b) 

provide additional evidence regarding the locations of a suspected deer park in the north 

east of the parish and (c) confirmation of the possible location of the Manshead Hundred 

Assembly point mentioned in the Domesday Book. 

 

Figure 1 Location map of Eversholt 
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Methodology used 
 

An initial desk based assessment was carried out utilising records held at both the 

Bedfordshire and Luton Archives and Records Service (including papers from the Russell 

Archive) and the Central Bedfordshire Council HER Records. Local householders were 

then contacted and permission sought to carry out a series of test pits.  

 

Results from both streams of research were digitised into ArcGIS a geographical 

information system particularly suited for analysing spatial data. A major aspect of the 

landscape approach was to digitise the Field Map of 1764 (R1/116/1) combining this with 

information drawn from unpublished transcripts made by Fowler of the associated Field 

Book (R1/116/1 and X364/13). Each of the fields listed in the Field Book and map were 

indexed with letter and number codes and these reference codes have been cited when 

fields are mentioned in the following text e.g. a wood in the north of the parish is 

referenced as Briar Stockings Wood (S8). 

 
Using public access footpaths the field aspect of the project was complemented with 
reconnaissance visits to where areas of interest were indicated by archive research or 
subsequent analysis. In addition random tests were carried out for possible concentrations 
of artefacts visible on field surfaces following ploughing.  
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Eversholt and its landscape. 
 

This project was conceived as a means of taking a landscape archaeological approach to 

investigate the origins, development and changes which have occurred to what has been 

described as the 'highly dispersed settlement of Eversholt’ (Lewis et al 1997, 57). 

Eversholt is one of a number of dispersed settlements which developed in Bedfordshire on 

the 'heavily wooded greensand heath land, drained by the River Flitt' (ibid) it is made up of 

loosely connected hamlets and farmsteads which have developed in a scattered or 

polyfocal pattern as a series of widely spaced interrupted rows called 'Ends'.  

 

There are seventeen named Ends associated with Eversholt up to the 18th Century with 

two new Ends created later but until the twentieth Century, when new building allowed 

some Ends to grow into each other, the majority have contained no more and often less 

than a dozen houses or farms (Table 1). There are a series of medieval roads and 

driftways shown on the 1764 map indicating a spread of roads centred on Church End 

(Figure 25). The centre of the village is today usually considered as being Church End 

since it now contains the church, lower school, cricket pitch and sole surviving public 

house but historically none of the Ends were called Eversholt. The name Eversholt means 

the 'wood of the boar' although Eof'or (boar) could also be a personal name (Skeat 1906, 

24) and in early documents Eversholt has been used to refer to the entire parish rather 

than a particular manor or End within it. In the eighteenth century the rural economy 

supported seven public houses scattered across the parish plus a few specialised 

craftsmen supporting what was mainly an agricultural economy. 

 

Eversholt is located on loam and gravel with a clay subsoil described in 1912 as ‘1,298.5 

acres of permanent grass, 656 acres of arable land and 191 acres of woods and 

plantations’ (VCH 1912, 375), The landscape of Eversholt has remained a mainly agrarian 

one despite the loss of land at its eastern edge with the construction of the M1 in the 

1950's and subsequent boundary changes.  

 

At the eastern edge of the parish, now lying along the centre line of the M1, it is 85 metres 

above the ordnance datum (OD) from where the land rises gradually towards Hills End 

near its western border where it reaches 140 metres OD. Eversholt sits on the Lower 

Greensand Formation of sediments, locally known as the Woburn Sands Formation, that 

are comprised of a 'set of sands, sandstones, silts, clays and ironstones' (BLRIGS). There 
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are several patches of Middle Pleistocene Till, a glacial deposit of boulder clay, which form 

most to the high points in the Parish as well as a band of alluvium running through the 

centre of the parish along the line of the brook for which Brook End is named (Allden 1979, 

1). 

 

Eversholt in 1764 (Fowler) 
Possible name link 
via Bedfordshire 

Subsidy List 1309 

Listed in the 
National Gazetteer 

of Great Britain and 
Ireland - 1868 

End name  
Early Documentary 
Mentions 

No of 
Houses 

Century 
of 
Earliest 
mention     

Higher Berry 
End 1622, 1635, 1709 

Bury End, 1737 Burry 
End 

3 17th C  Yes 

Lower Berry 
End 6 17th C  Yes 

Brook End  6 ?  Yes 
Church End 1692, 1737 13 17th C  Yes 
Froxfield 1545, 1750 4 16th C  Yes 
Hills End 1537 Hyll End, 1601 9 16th C  Yes 

Hunts End  0 ? Will & Walt Le 
Hunte  

Kettle End  1 ? Alan le Ketil  
New England  4 ?   
Potters End 1547, 1671 4 16th C  Yes 
Higher Rads 
End 

1202 and 1214 
Radesho, 1750 Rods 

End 

10 13th C  Yes 

Lower Rads End 8 13th C  Yes 
Tattle End  3 ?   
Tyrrells End 1623 Terrells End 2 17th C Robert Tyrel Yes 
Wakes End [dating from 1314] 3 14th C  Yes 
Water End 1750 1 18th C  Yes 

Witts End 1750 Whits End 9 18th C Joan Juliana & Ralf 
le With (Wythe) Yes 

Isolated Houses   6       
New End   N/A 19th C    N/A 
New Water End   N/A 20th C    N/A 

Table 1 Documentary evidence for the Eversholt Ends (After Fowler 1936, 43 and National Gazeteer 1868) 

 

Eversholt occupies an area approximately 3 km east to west and 4km north to south and is 

surrounded by six parishes; Woburn to the west, Ridgmont to the north, Steppingley to the 

north east, Flitwick to the east, Tingrith to the south east and Milton Bryan to the south 

west. A series of brooks traditionally formed its northern, eastern and southern borders of 

these the brook forming the boundary with Tingrith is of particular note since this name 
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signals the location of the ancient assembly place of the Manshead Hundreds of which 

Eversholt was an integral part. Eversholt is not on major through routes, brooks in the 

parish flow to the east and merge outside the parish with the River Flitt while known 

prehistoric track ways went either side of Eversholt rather than through it (Simco 1984, 67, 

Fig. 66) and with the exception of the construction of the M1 major routes still go around 

Eversholt. 

  

On the Woburn side it is bounded by Woburn Abbey, owned by the Duke of Bedford, 

whose Bedford Estates is a major land holder in the area.  

 

Historically Eversholt lies towards the western edge of the Danelaw lying just a few miles 

to the north east of the course of Watling Street which was the major Roman road in the 

area.  

 

The earliest record of Eversholt is in Domesday (Morris 1977) when it was listed as part of 

the Manshead Hundred consisting of three separate holdings: 

 

Ralph held 7½ hides from Hugh of Beauchamp as one manor 

Ansgot of Rochester held 2 Hides in Eversholt from the Bishop of Bayeux's 

Holdings 

Herbert, a reeve of the King's held ½ hide 

 

There were two moated sites in Eversholt one at Wake End in the northeast and the 

second at Kettle End which was located beside Church End in the west. Since the 

Beuchamp manor passed to a family called Wake but by the 13th Century had been gifted 

to Woburn Abbey it is generally accepted that Wakes End is the probable location of the 

Beuchamp manor (Fowler 1936, 38). The moated site at Kettle End has similarly been 

assumed to be the location of the second manor since it was the only other moated site in 

Eversholt (Fowler 1936, 39). By the thirteenth Century the third manor ceased to be 

mentioned in documents so may have been absorbed by one of the other holdings. 

 

The Bedfordshire subsidy list of 1309 suggests the origins of four of the named 'Ends' may 

be due to families named Hunte, Ketil, Tyrel and le With who were all recorded as paying 

the subsidy (Fowler 1936, 43 & Table 1).  
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Previous archaeological work within Eversholt has been confined to: assessments in 

advance of building work at the13th Century St John the Baptist Church (EBD 786) and 

Eversholt Lower School (EDB 930) both in Church End; a geophysical survey in advance 

of the M1 widening near Wakes End (EBD 41) and an evaluation of a World War 2 air raid 

shelter at the Old Rectory, Hills End (EBD751). 
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Project Field Work 

 

A number of exploratory test pits were undertaken across the currently occupied area of 

the village with the intention of providing a base timeline against which future 

archaeological work in the village could be mapped. This was coupled with a close 

investigation of the landscape undertaken from publically accessible areas.  

 

Although no formal field walking could be undertaken a sample of publically accessible 

foot paths were assessed for the incidence of archaeological artefacts. In addition the form 

of the landscape was assessed for remnants of previous land divisions and activities in the 

landscape nearly 250 years after the 1764 map was drawn. 

 

A limited etymological study was undertaken looking at possible derivations for some of 

the field names recorded in 1764. 

 

Test Pits 
 

A total of eight test pits were excavated at six properties across Eversholt during the 

course of the project (Annex A and supplementary information). These provided a sample 

of material from within the historic confines of four of the Ends as well as two of the known 

common fields. The majority of the test pits were located in sections of the village which by 

the eighteenth century were identified as pasture. This partially explains the relatively 

small quantity and variety of ceramic material some produced. Despite this limitation the 

range of finds collected across the village provide an initial assessment of periods of 

activity across the Ends. This indicated human activity well before that known from 

documentary sources which, with the exception of three Domesday entries (Morris 1977), 

mainly post-date the thirteenth century. 

 

Three of the locations excavated provided hints of Roman activity within Eversholt in the 

form of sherds of ceramic pottery identified as probably Roman period. These were from 

both the north and southern end of Tyrrells End as well as at Church End (Figure 2). The 

fact that only a few sherds were found indicates that any Roman period occupation in 

Eversholt may have been either of short duration or else centred in other parts of 

Eversholt. The exception to this was TP01 at Tyrrells End Farmhouse which in addition to 

a single sherd of pottery, produced several fragments of Roman period roof tiles.  
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Figure 2 distribution of test pit ceramic finds by period 

 

Their discovery suggest that there may either have been a Romano-British villa or similar 

period building containing ceramic roof tiles somewhere in the vicinity of Tyrrells End 

Farmhouse or possibly simply that the tiles were reused during construction of the 

farmhouse. 
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Figure 3 Distribution and quantity of medieval or pre-medieval ceramic finds by period. 

 

All of the sites produced ceramic material dating to the medieval or in one case probably 

late medieval period (Figure 3). There were no finds in the areas sampled which could be 

positively dated to the early medieval period but as with the Roman finds this lack of 
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evidence could indicate that rather than being abandoned in this period any centre of 

activity was located elsewhere. 

 

Figure 4 Identifiable Late Medieval Reduced Ware ceramic forms from Eversholt Test Pits 
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Although only 5 ceramic sherds were found which could be positively identified as either 

13th or 14th century (Figure 3) all of these came from the two test pits in the grounds of 

Tyrrells End House (TP01 & 2) indicating that this area was probably settled and in use as 

part of the open field system several centuries before the documentary evidence records 

Tyrrells End existence.  

 

By the 14th to 16th century Late Medieval Reduced Ware (LMRW), mainly produced in 

southern Bedfordshire, was starting to appear within Eversholt with examples found in four 

of the test pits (Church End, Tyrrells End , Witts End and Rads End & Figure 4). The 

LMRW finds indicate that all four Ends were occupied by no later than the 16th Century. 

 

Although there were several production centres nearby notably at Flitwick the LMRW finds 

which could be identified as to probable production site (Figure 4) indicate that in the 14-

16th century Eversholt was trading with potteries over 20 kilometres away with a jar (rim 

form R89) and jugs (rim forms R50 and R83) all probably coming from Higham Ferrers in 

Northamptonshire although a small number of jugs of rim form E50 were also made at the 

Flitwick kiln site. The other identifiable ceramic finds indicated trade with LMRW potteries 

to the south west with strap handle of form H5 originating from either Brickhill or Heath and 

Reach (Figure 5).  

 

The majority of the finds dating to the modern period (17th century and later) tend to be of 

good quality tea and dining wares such as blue and white and other patterned 

'Staffordshire industrial wares' dating from the 19th or 20th C. A few of the finds from the 

modern period were examples of high status ceramics such as a sherd of imported 17th/ 

18th C Rhenish Stoneware from TP06, the 19th C English salt glaze bowl from TP02 and 

the 18/19th C Staffordshire slipware moulded open flatwork . 

 

The proportion of medium to high status ceramics indicates that the area was relatively 

affluent for much of its history despite tax returns of the fourteenth century depicting it as a 

'depressed area' (Allden 1970, 6).  
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Figure 5 LMRW production sites in relation to Eversholt (Adapted from Slowikowski 2011, 2, Fig1) 

 

The general impressions from the pottery finds is that Eversholt has had access to good 

quality ceramics for several centuries to the extent that tableware has seen general use in 

some of the fields rather than earthenware or other red wares which are more commonly 
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encountered in rural locations such as at Whittlewood used to plot decline there after the 

1500s (Jones and Page 2006, 201 et seq). 

 

All of the test pits produced evidence of Neolithic or Bronze Age activity in the form of 

struck flints. Most of these were unmodified so opportunistic rather than specialised 

production. The exceptions were retouched (modified) flakes found in TP01 to TP05 the 

best of the flint (lithic) material was the broken tool from TP03 which had been finely 

crafted before being broken and discarded. Unfortunately there were no diagnostic 

features in any of the lithic material found so these could only be ascribed generally and all 

probably came from the Neolithic/ Bronze Age periods. To date there has been no 

evidence found for settlement activity or tool production in Eversholt during this period so 

the finds currently only indicate human presence in the area. 

 

Field Walking 
 

During initial planning the intention had been to carry out a programme of winter and early 

spring field walks to collect surface artefacts on arable fields and so assess periods of 

occupation of the deserted ends.  

 

However when approached the major landowner's agent refused permission to access any 

of the fields operated by their tenants. Fields where owners would have allowed 

unrestricted access were unsuitable either under permanent pasture or crops were in 

advanced stages of growth so formal field walking during the project period was 

impractical. 

 

Instead a visual assessment of artefact density was undertaken involving random 1 metre 

wide 20-30 metre long stints along permissive footpaths which either crossed or skirted the 

edge of arable land following ploughing and harrowing (Figure 6). 

 

Over 20 locations were assessed in this way covering a variety of fields from those 

relatively recently introduced into arable usage to others previously part of the medieval 

common field system. A long series of mole hills were also examined, although without 

any significant finds, where they coincided with a footpath crossing part of Manshead 

Common Field. 
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Figure 6 Field walking evaluation sites 

 

Although not carried out in ideal conditions and in some cases in areas known to have 

been subject to prior local collection the results in most cases indicated an average of one 

or two archaeological artefacts identified within each 10 metres of a 30 metre stint. Two 
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stints provided indications of potentially higher concentrations; an area at the end of a 

dead end permissive path at OSGR 498744, 234420 and fields near Tyrrells End OSGR 

498428, 233128. Generally higher artefact levels coincided with areas of current or prior 

habitation as shown on the 1764 map.  

 

The range of artefacts identified through field walking complemented that made in the test 

pit programme including possible flint tools and ceramics dating from at least the medieval 

period. This indicates that in future there is scope for viable field walking to be undertaken 

in the ploughed areas subject to permission being granted. 
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Evidence for the Eversholt historic landscape  

 

Map and documentary evidence was used to provide details of how the fields were used 

and using map regression techniques how they may have originally been laid out in the 

medieval or pre-medieval period. 

 

The primary evidence came from Field Book and Map entries from 1764 provide evidence 

for the historic landscape of Eversholt and some of the uses made of the various fields 

(Fowler 1936 and X364/13) 

 

Religion had an early influence on Eversholt with one manor donated to the local abbey by 

the early 14th Century (Allden 1979, 5) and foundation of the church in the 12th Century 

(130 EVE 4191) there are several field names with religious references, the largest single 

block of these being Abbots Corner Furlong forming part of the larger Stone Hill Common 

Field. Early records indicate that blocks of land in Eversholt had been gifted to the Abbey 

but their land was lost with the dissolution of the monasteries so the choice of furlong 

name may indicate that these fields were part of the original monastic land holding.  

 

Bell Rope Acre (C19) located to the east of Church End name suggests land gifted to 

support regular maintenance of church bell ropes (Field 1993, 201). Beside Bell Rope Acre 

was ‘Sacar’ or more likely Sacra Ley (D6) an abbreviation of the Latin term sacrare for 

sacred while the ‘Ley’ element is possibly derived from lea indicating an open field covered 

with grass or herbage suitable for grazing by livestock (Field 1993, 93). Nearby was 

Church Mead (D9) the field book lists the rector as owner of these fields so they so were 

church land . 

 

Some of the field names indicate suitability of the land for particular agricultural activities 

especially how easy or otherwise it may have been to grow crops. Hunger Hill (B28) in the 

west of Eversholt is a name indicating that the soil was poor and would need manuring 

(Field 1993,, 82) while Marle Croft (W13) suggests an area of light soil needing treating 

with marl, a mixture of clay and calcium carbonate (ibid, 85). Treatment with marl would 

provide lime enrichment correcting high levels of acidity in soil which inhibit plant growth a 

common problem on clay soils. 
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Woodland areas included Folly Close (T10) and Folly Piece (T59) names indicating where 

there were hilltop clumps of trees (Field 1993,, 58). Brier Stockings Wood (S7) and Ladys 

Stockings (S12) suggest areas of woodland clearance with origins in the Old English 

names for stocc (a stump) or stoccing (a clearing) (ibid, 67). Although in the case of Brier 

(later Briar) Stockings the earliest recorded references are to Prior's Stockings (HER 9614) 

indicating that this may also originally have formed part of the monastic land holdings in 

Eversholt. 

 

Several fields have direct references to the presence of either water or boggy ground. 

Lechmore (or Leechmore) Common Field in the eastern end of the parish was situated on 

slightly higher ground on the south of the low lying meadows which followed the course of 

the brook. Lache refers to a 'stream flowing through boggy land' so coupled with 'more' 

suggests seasonal changes between what was normally simply wet land and when pools 

of water were formed in winter (Field 1993, 51). Fish Pitts Furlong lying within the same 

area of common field has a name indicating that rather than containing fish ponds it was ill 

drained boggy land or land that contained sizable ponds (ibid, 51). Both the 1764 map and 

modern Ordnance Survey maps of this area show a number of ponds across Lechmore 

Common Field. 

 

On the southern boundary of Eversholt, Washers Slade Furlong lies just to the to the east 

of the modern Washers Slade Wood in the nearby parish of Milton Bryan, here 'slade' 

could be a reference to a long valley or depression which is too marshy to cultivate (Field 

1993, 47). Washers Slade Wood is on low lying ground while the furlong lies on top of 

Paney Hill at a point where a band of glacial till stops. This geological meeting point has 

created a sloping transverse depression on both sides of the hillside indicated in some 

aerial photographs of the area (Hunting and Aerofilms) which are still seasonally damp. 

 

Other water related names include Little Holme (D8) and Holme Meadow (F15), holme is 

often interpreted as based on the Old Norse holmr meaning a water meadow however it 

could also come from the Old English hamm meaning a stream side meadow (Field 1993, 

94). Within Eversholt there are two fields containing holme as part of their name but only 

Holme Meadow precisely meets Fields interpretation since it is on low lying ground with a 

brook running along its northern border. In the case of Little Holme the origin of the name 

is less clear cut since it lies several metres from the same brook and is on higher ground 

above the flood line of the brook beside New England Baulk and Bell Rope Acre (C19).  
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This apparent conundrum indicates that Little Holmes is a remnant of a much larger 

meadow area probably comprising the adjoining Sacar (or according to the map Sacra) 

Leys Meadow (D7) to its southwest although both the 1764 field boundary and the break in 

the slope indicate a better fit with Little Holmes being originally part of the pair of fields also 

named Sacra Leys (D5 and D6) to the north west. (Figure 7) 

 

Figure 7 Little Holmes looking towards Sacar Leys and Church Mead beyond 

 

Some fields seem to have been difficult to manage with scrubland plants like gorse (furze) 

or broom growing in them (Field 1993, 68- 69). The two fields forming Broomhill Piece 

(N32 and 33) along with several other closes incorporate ‘Broom’ in their name with gorse 

prevalent in Furzen Close (N37), Furzen Ground (N39), and Furzen Hill (Q1-3). This is 

complemented by manuscript additions made to the 1764 Field Map (Figure 25) with ‘gors’ 

and ‘broom’ written against several fields including Crosons Sheep Walks (P32-34), 

Fearne Hill (Q11), and Hunger Hill (B28). 

 

Very small fields could be given very grand sounding names (Field 1993, 260) and 

Eversholt was no exception with the small pightle near Ford Mead called 'ye 100 acres' 

(G89). 
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There are two fields names which include similar but unusual endings, Orchard Wix (S19) 

and Holwicks (P32), although this last is shown on the Field Map as 'Hollowicks'. While 

'wick' is commonly used as part of a place name denoting a town, village or hamlet it is 

also a now obsolete name for an enclosure (OUP 179, 3772). In the context of Eversholt 

however the origin of these field names as referring to an enclosure currently seems most 

likely. 

 

Several fields were listed as 'crofts' which could indicate that in the medieval period they 

adjoined a toft (platform on which a house was built) so may have formed part of a 

settlement. Usually medieval 'crofts' are long narrow strips however with the exception of 

Pillory Croft (E5) at Tyrrells End most of the fields named as crofts have more irregular 

shapes or are much larger than usual for medieval 'crofts' raising questions over whether 

they may indicate earlier settlements or not. 

 

In 1534 records created for Henry VIII listed property which had previously been part of the 

monastic holdings in Eversholt. These indicate that Thomas Johnson his wife and Robert 

Berge were together farming quite diverse areas of Eversholt. References are made to 

'four closes of pasture in Eversholt lying together called Stockynge with le loppe of wood 

and all heaths growing in the same close' (Nicholls 1984, 117). A farm near Church End is 

mentioned with  a field adjoining it called Bradclose and two meadows being farmed, the 

first called Westmeade presumably West Meadow (F10) still extant in 1764 and the 

second called Radmoremeade. This last could indicate a renaming of one of the meadows 

along the line of the central brook nearer to Rads End but it is unclear which it was. 
 
It is probable that the 'stockynge' referred to was also close to Church End rather than 

being a reference to Briar Stockings Woods (S7 and 8) which is some distance away in the 

north east of the parish. Meadow Stocking (H14) located just to the west of Church End is 

the likely candidate for the stockynge pasture as are the group of fields immediately to the 

south which were probably remodelled later in the 15th or 16th century as part of the 

development of the Fatten Grounds (H21 and 22).  

 

Topographic features with possible Anglo-Saxon antecedents pointing at older areas of 

Eversholt include the fields named Kingshoe (Q8, 10 & 24) and the area of Eversholt 

called Radshoe, which later became Rads End. Both are on higher ground and contain the 

Anglo-Saxon suffix 'hoh' meaning 'a spur of a hill', literally 'heel' (Skeat 1906, 23). 
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Common Field system 
 

Eversholt like other medieval communities in the area had its own system of common 

fields although there is strong evidence of land ownership being consolidated from at least 

the 17th century onwards as part of the process of enclosure with land swaps recorded in 

several deeds dating from the period 1617 to 1733 (Allden, 1979, 9). Such exchanges 

would have been used to group sufficient strips together under one ownership to allow the 

creation of new fields.  

 

The Field Book identified ten groups of fields as either extant or previously extant common 

fields only four of which (shown CATPITALISED below) still had common rights 1764 

(Fowler 1936, 41): 

 

Bean Mead Common Field 

FORGE COMMON FIELD 

Greenhill Common Field 

LECHMORE COMMON FIELD 

Manshead Common Field 

MILL COMMON FIELD 

Old Field  

STONE HILL COMMON FIELD 

West Common Field 

Water End Field 

 

Field names including 'Copmore' (pollarded trees) have been assumed to indicate at least 

one other Common Field that by 1764 had been broken up and 'inclosed' as smaller fields 

(Fowler 1936, 41) (Figure 8). Old Field (Q1-4) is of interest since there are nearby fields 

with names suggesting woodland clearances and it is recorded as Old Field in 14th 

Century documents indicating its use as a field for some before then (Allden 1979, 5). 

 

The areas of mead (or meadow) along the line of the central brook are likely to have 

formed part of the same system possibly as pasture when seasonally dry rather than 

continually as arable. Most of the fields around Church End probably also formed part of 
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the system although no common field name has survived but as noted above ceramic 

evidence indicates their use to at least the 14th to 16th Century. 

 

 

Figure 8 Common Fields in 1764 
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Map regression 
 

Oosthuizen has shown how topographic and deconstructive analysis can be used to 

examine how pre-enclosure furlongs and other field divisions may have been laid out 

during the medieval period (Oosthuizen 2006, 77 et seq). Such map regression methods 

were employed in Eversholt to look at both the evidence for the earlier arable field 

divisions as well as indications of areas which may have been assarted during the 

medieval period.  

 

Regressing to the common fields 
 

Within the historic landscape there can be evidence for previous agricultural practices a 

primary example of this is related to medieval strip fields which were originally ploughed by 

large teams of oxen. Although in some areas curving boundaries on field divisions may be 

attributable to topographical features slight reverse s-shaped (aratral) curves are usually 

considered the result of the plough-teams of oxen beginning to make their turn at the end 

of each strip.  

 

 

Figure 9Results of strip ploughing at Mill Common Field 

In Eversholt major field divisions on the eastern side especially tend to run in line with 

slopes rather than across them. Several of the pre-1764 enclosures on the southern facing 
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slope of the hill which Higher Rads End sits on still retain the aratral curves. A good 

example is on the farm track which runs south from beside the Red Lion Cottages in Witts 

End Lane. About 450-500 metres down the lane where it runs between Merrifield Close 

and Mill (previously Echlow) Common Field the cumulative effect of the aratral process 

can still be seen with the curvature of both hedgerows (Figure 9). 

 

Map regressions in Eversholt was undertaken by initially removing boundaries around 

isolated closes situated between areas of extant common field to create larger ploughed 

areas. The area of previously open fields were expanded by considering the routes of drift 

ways, shapes of fields and field names while successively removing shorter field 

boundaries where they abutted longer straight boundaries. The resulting maps (Figure 10) 

although confused by assarting (see Figure 11) indicate that many of the field divisions 

were probably much larger during the medieval period than indicated in 1764.   
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Figure 10 Possible widest extent of Common Fields 

. 
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Assarts 
 

Within Eversholt there is evidence in some of the field names and the shape of others 

suggesting that they were the result of assarts a process of woodland clearance carried 

out notable during the medieval but also in some instances the post-medieval period.   

 

Williamson has argued that areas which were cleared of woodland by the eleventh century 

'broadly correspond to areas of seasonally waterlogged soils [which are] seriously affected 

by compaction and puddling'. (Williamson 2007, 106). Alternatively seeing the driving force 

for clearance as occurring in strongly manoralised parishes with only a few major 

landowners. Foard takes a differing view, while noting that often woods may have been 

maintained on poor soil, sees examples in Rockingham Forest where woodland was being 

actively managed in direct competition with similar soil types being used for arable 

production in the early sixteenth century (Foard 2001, 50).  

 

By the mid-1700's Eversholt was definitely in the latter category with two major landowners 

and a local charity (feeoffees) holding the majority of the land. From the few records 

available prior to dissolution of the monasteries by Henry VIII in the early 1500' the 

monastic lands within Eversholt appear to have been rented out rather than operating as a 

grange for the nearby monastery at Woburn Abbey (Nicholls 1984, 117).  

 

While Williamson has argued that infertile acid soils on the Bedfordshire Greensands 

ensured the survival of extensive areas of woodland well into post medieval times 

Williamson 2003, 71) it is unclear from documentary evidence at what point the assarts 

would have been created within the parish.  

 

Map regression was used to determine a possible sequence of assart creation in 

Eversholt. There are three areas in particular where both the sinuous shape of field 

boundaries and field name elements such as New Close, Stocking (woodland clearing) or 

Copmore (coppice) combine to suggest woodland management and the creation of 

assarts(Figure 11). The most extensive evidence of this nature is in the north east of the 

parish in the area extending between Briar Stocking Woods(S8) and Copmore Closes 

(T48) where at least four and possibly five or six separate periods of assart creation may 

have occurred.  
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Figure 11 Possible Eversholt assarts 

 

In the east two adjoining fields comprise New Close (Q22 and Q23) to the south of Hunts 

End which indicates another possible area of assarts in this case the assarts may have 
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been created as part of a southern expansion through woodland towards the meadow area 

north of what became Lechmore Common Field has been confused by later regeneration 

of woods 

 

While Mead Stockings(H14) and New Close (H23) to the south of Church End may prove 

to have been one of the latter areas to be created as an assart given the probable 15th or 

16th century origins as large pastures of adjoining fields which include 'ground' in their 

name (Field 1993, 19).    
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Deer park or not deer park that is the question 

 

A major aspect of the modern Eversholt is the close proximity of Woburn Park owned by 

the Dukes of Bedford whose walled estate is renowned for the large number of both native 

and non-native deer species which it contains. However there are indications in a few of 

the field names that in the late medieval or possibly early modern period there was at least 

one earlier deer park within the area of Eversholt. (Figure 12). The field names including 

parkway or park could indicate that originally a deer park may have been located 

somewhere in the north eastern corner of Eversholt close to the moated site at Wakes End 

farm (Field 1993, 28).  

 

There have been some archaeological investigations into areas which were parkland 

Whittlewood project was one which investigated the influence that the Royal Hunting area 

had on twelve parishes straddling the borders of Northamptonshire and Buckinghamshire 

but should it have existed the Eversholt deer park is likely to have been much smaller in 

scale. It has been suggested that parkland used for hunting may have been created during 

the medieval period in the north eastern corner of the parish. This suggestion is based 

primarily on cartographic evidence with several field names incorporating parkway in their 

name (HER 9614). A location for a deer park has been suggested as possibly 

encompassing an area between Birchalls Wood (S43) in the east through Gossey Ground 

(S21), Briar Stocking Wood (S7 and S8) and Stocking Close (S6) in the centre and 

possibly extending as far as Copmore Close (T48 and T49) in the west (Allden 1979,5) 

however no archaeological evidence has been recorded to confirm this suspicion. 

 

Briar Stockings Wood, recorded in the 1764 records as 'Brier' Stockings, may have 

originally extended further to the west than it does today (HER 9615). If Allden's estimate 

is correct regarding the extent of the lost deer park then it would have covered an area of 

approximately 1 kilometre by 900 metres at its widest point which although a relatively 

small area is not unknown. Deer parks at Lapworth Warwickshire and Kings Park Avon 

both being of similar sizes (Aston 1985, 113).  
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Figure 12Field names around Wakes End 

Often barriers were constructed around deer parks in the form of elaborate embankments 

on the outside and with a large internal ditch. Timber pales would be set into the top of the 

embankment possibly designed in similar ways to modern deer fences with open slats that 

were too small for deer to pass through but which would allow them to see deer inside.  In 

some instances deer parks may have contained other features such as deer leaps which 
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are external ramps often built on higher slopes over looking and close to the park pale 

which would encourage deer to enter the enclosed area by leaping over the pale into the 

park. However since the leaps are set above the barrier they would effectively act as a one 

way route not allowing the deer an equally easy escape route (Aston 1985, 111-112).  

 

Although not all parks were exclusively used to either hunt deer or fully enclosed in this 

way during the medieval period. They could contain open as well as wooded areas even in 

some instances being used as part of the common land. There could contain lodges or 

park keepers houses and other medieval status items such as fish ponds and moated sites 

(Aston 1985, 112).  

 

Much of the area in the north east of the parish has seen extensive arable farming which 

appear to have removed the majority of evidence for earthwork barriers that may have 

been created around any long established area used as a deer park.  

 

However during this project the possibility was considered of earthworks surviving near the 

southern edge of Briar Stockings Woods (S8). Although this area has seen intensive tree 

management in recent years, including at partial clear felling shown in 1976 aerial 

photographs (Hunting 15/1266/7), recent LiDAR images indicated a linear feature running 

along the south eastern and possibly western edges of the wood (Figure 13). The 

presence of such a barrier running from at least OSGR 499053, 234266 at the western 

end to 499237, 234552 at the north eastern end was initially confirmed by Emrys Williams 

approached from the south up a:  

 

'gradually-rising path, there is first a wide ditch on the left, with a bank behind it. 

This is not very abrupt, seeming to have been eroded, but it's clearly man-made. 

While it is not abrupt, the height from bottom of ditch to top of bank is about 2 

metres. The ditch might be 5 metres wide while a few metres further on, there is a 

much more impressive earthwork on the right' (Williams pers comm).   
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Figure 13Lidar image of Briar Stockings Wood 

 

While this description did not prove the existence of a deer park and there were other 

possible archaeological explanations for such an earthwork barrier including pre-historic 
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activity or sunken ways it was sufficiently suggestive to search for other possible 

archaeological remains in the vicinity of Wakes End Farm. 

 

A second set of possible earth works indicated by LiDAR to the west of Briar Stockings 

Wood (S8) appeared as an extended 's' shape lying on its side ran from OSGR 498483, 

234009 at the southern end of Copmore Close Pightle (T15) to around OSGR 498731, 

234163 in the vicinity of Short Close (T50). However from comparison with aerial 

photographic evidence it became clear that this was a ghost 'feature' corresponding 

exactly to an area that has been under different cropping regimes to the rest of the modern 

field it is part of so could be discounted as an archaeological feature. 

 

An alternative option for a potential continuation of the archaeological feature based on 

crop marks was identified in the 2003 set of aerial photographs listed on Historic Google 

Earth ©. Although possibly geological rather than archaeological these seemed to indicate 

a southerly western continuation of the feature once it leaves the woods. They provided 

hints that rather than immediately turning north a linear feature could continue in a south 

westerly direction from Briar Stockings Wood (S8). This extension appears to curve 

around to the west as it crosses the 1764 boundary between Double Pightle (S2) and 

North Croft (S5) fields continuing on in a direction which would cross the northern tip of the 

orchard close (T2). From this point it either ran along the south western side of Folly Piece 

(T59) before being lost or more likely turned north between the western side of Long Close 

(T56) and the eastern side of Folly Close (T59) heading towards Copmore Close (T48 and 

T49). 

 

Assuming that the feature was a park pale consideration turned to the north or east of 

where it had been identified but this proved more challenging and open to question. There 

are no obvious curving boundaries indicating a park pale which survive in the 1764 field 

boundaries linking fields in either the west or the north of this area. Potentially a park pale 

could have run along the line which the modern road (Cobblers Lane) follows on the 

northern boundary of Eversholt Parish. However it is unusual for medieval roads to be built 

over earthworks in this way. 

 

A route further south along a line just to the north of the modern drain which runs from 

west to east across the bottom of the 1764 fields known as Eight Acres (T42), Upper 

Parkway Close (S30), Furzen Ground (S39) and Turff Meadow (S20) fields seems equally 
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unlikely since there is no significantly sloping ground for it to follow. However the hedge 

line which runs between Broom Parkway Close (S33) and Upper Parkway Close (S30) 

runs close to the brow of the hill and is noticeably higher than the fields on either side 

(Figure 14) although this could be the result of being long established. The disadvantage 

of this as a possible route is that again there is no obvious route for a park pale to have 

followed to the east and west beyond the junction of these fields since even in 1764 the 

adjoining field boundaries were not in perfect alignment. 

 

 

Figure 14Raised hedgerow between Upper Parkway and Broom Parkway Closes 

 

Further east turn back to the feature in Briars Stocking Woods (S8) would incorporates an 

unusually sharp turn for a deer park around the edge of Gussey Ground (S21) but would 

provide a short route directly down to the eastern end of the earthworks. This shortened 

route again seems unlikely since deer parks normally have smoothly rounded corners 

allowing hunted animals no place to stand. For this reason a more regularly curved 

approach could have been made by continuing and looping around or through the northern 

edge of Birchall Woods. 

 

Since any deer park may have only been in use for a relatively short period of time, 

especially if it was originally as small as the field names suggested and included in land 
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which gifted to the local monastery in the 14th Century it may have gone out of use before 

any pale was constructed so reflected field names but not later boundaries.  

 

There are alternative possibilities to consider in future: Parkway Lane (S32) is recorded as 

a green lane (HER 9615 as 'Perkway' Lane) and opens towards the west at its southern 

end which may indicate any 'park' was towards the west because of their proximity to the 

Woburn deer park which lies in this direction. If derived from an older origin they could 

indicate the fields use as routes between a deer park and the moated site most closely 

associated with them. If this was the case then the nearest moated site to the north is in 

the grounds of Segenhoe Manor in the neighbouring parish of Ridgmont sited 

approximately a kilometre away from any of the suggested routes of a park pale. Given the 

closer proximity of Wakes End which is at most 180 meters from the linear feature a 

Segenhoe connection seems unlikely.  

 

Recommendation 1: No further research unless improved detail LiDAR images 

become available for this area. 

 

Briar Stockings is situated on the top of a hill with sloping ground on all sides and further 

field investigations of the feature confirmed that although much degraded at its northern 

end the original field boundary had respected the feature which lies some 20 metres within 

the southern edge of the current tree line. This is further than a woodland track was 

indicated on the 1950s map series which apparently ran just inside the edge of the woods 

close to the old field boundary with Crosons Grove (S9) to the south.  
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Figure 15 Embankment on eastern side of linear feature in Briar Stockings Wood (S8) 

 

The linear feature seems to have survived best in the central section where it is crossed by 

a now abandoned track running north to south through the woods. There is indeed a 

noticeable earthwork mound standing approximately 2 metres high on the eastern side 

(Figure 15) while a ditch or hollow way continues to the west (Figure 16).  

 

Reference to the 1764 map indicated that a lane had led to the southern tip of the woods 

described as connecting 'Wakes Lane to Brier Stockings Wood Gate'. Although no road is 

indicated within the wood rather than being a park pale it seems most likely that the linear 

feature is a medieval or pre-medieval sunken track or hollow way but its precise age is 

currently unknown.  

 

If as some aerial photographs indicate a continuation to the west rather than turning north 

within the confines of the wood then this may indicate the course of a medieval or earlier 

track way superseded by later changes to the landscape. 

 

Recommendation 2: Further investigation to clarify the extent and course of the 

hollow way. 
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Figure 16 Looking west into ditch or hollow way in Briar Stockings Wood (S8) 

 

While investigating the park pale it became clear that several of the aerial photographs 

(notably two sets of oblique photographs CPE 3299 from 1947 and SP9934/1/383 taken in 

1970) indicated the presence of a possible curvilinear feature located to the east of Wakes 

End Farm (Figure 17). The 1976 set of aerial photographs confirmed that this feature was 

probably cut by the construction of the M1. The 1947 image appeared to show the feature 

continues north through Wakes End Wood and south crossing the old field boundary 

between Cock Pigley (R9) and Barn Pigley (R12).  

 

The north eastern corner of Wakes End Wood is situated over what in 1764 was Park 

Mead (R21), one of the fields with a possible etymological connection to a deer park, so it 

would have been an appealing option if this feature proved on further investigation to be 

the remains of a park pale. This would indicate that the deer park existed and extended 

further east than had previously been suspected. This suggestion was discounted when it 

was determined that in the 17th Century a deer park had existed in the adjoining part of 

Steppingly so it is likely that it was the Steppingly deer park referred to by the Park Mead 

name rather than one within Eversholt. 
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There are possible traces in the aerial photographs of the feature extending beyond 

Cobblers Lane to the north and heading towards the location of the deserted medieval 

settlement of Hunts End in the south (Figure 17). This could indicate that it was a track 

which predated the late and post-medieval field inclosure period of activity recorded on the 

1764 map. 

 

 

Figure 17 Possible linear feature at Wakes End (CPE 3299 -corrected for north) 
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However a gradiometer survey of this part of Eversholt was undertaken in advance of the 

M1 widening when potentially the same feature was picked up in field 68 of the survey 

(Butler 2006, Figure 4). The surveyors identified the feature as 'a sinuous positive 

anomaly, running north to south' (ibid, 4) going on to note their suspicions that it was 

probably geological rather than archaeological in nature due to its proximity to the 'mapped 

boundary between Chalk Head and Woburn Sand'. 

 

The kink which is visible in the gradiometer survey (Figure 18) would seem to support this 

contention although when digitised the gradiometer survey appeared not to have detected 

where the 1764 field boundary lay and consequently the crop mark should cross it.  

 

 

Figure 18M1 Gradiometery Survey 2008 (EBD41- Copyright Northamptonshire County Council) 

 

It is possible that the gradiometer survey carried out in 2006 (EBD41) has picked up only 

part of the feature since it does not appear to have identified the field boundary which runs 

at right angles across the area surveyed. This apparent lack of response may indicate that 

the field boundary has a very low magnetic signature or else be a factor of the underlying 
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geology. A gradiometer survey should have detected if there was a ditch associated with 

the field boundary (Jones 2008, 14-15) but possibly with the local soils it may not have 

identified the location of a hedgerow especially if it had been planted without a foundation 

trench.  

 

Recommendation 3: A resistance survey of the fields to the east of Wakes End 

Farm should be considered in any further investigation of this area to determine if 

feature is geological or archaeological in origin. 
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Manshead Hundred 
 

Eversholt is traditionally associated with the Manshead Hundreds (Figure 19) as its 

assembly point although debate has continued over the decades as to the precise location 

of the meeting place and the origins of the name.  

 

There is strong cartographic evidence for the Manshead name through association with a 

series of fields of the same name in the east of the parish near Higher Rads End but the 

precise location of the meeting place is to some extent less certain. What is also subject to 

ongoing debate is the precise etymological origin of the name. 

 

 
Figure 19 Manshead Hundred (British History website) 
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This project reconsidered: (a) etymologically based suggested origins of the Manshead 

name, (b) what archaeological evidence may support the etymological suggestions, and 

consequently (c) whether the precise assembly location can be identified. 

 

Possible origins of the Manshead name were discussed by Anderson in 1939 who 

discounted suggestions made in an 1934 article by Dickins that with Manshead the -head 

element of the Hundred name indicated a custom of marking the location by setting an 

animal head totem on a pole’ (Anderson 1936, 22). Instead Anderson drew parallels with 

La Mennesseved in the New Forest which he translated as mœnnesshēafod of ‘the head 

(the highest part) of the common’. He considered the translation of Manshead would be 

most likely be 'hill of community or assembly' as he put it 'an apt name for a meeting 

place'. (ibid, 23) 

 

Gelling came to similar conclusions rejecting the 1934 animal totem idea which was 

actually a development of an idea mooted by Henry Bradley in 1910 she also supported 

the idea of Manshead being topographically derived, citing the 1926 EPNS survey of 

Bedfordshire view that the meeting-place of the Manshead Hundred is a 'long and low but 

well defined hill (Gelling 2000, 161)'. 

 

Archaeologically the question then arises as to whether a more precise location can be 

identified for where such a meeting place would have been within Eversholt. Access from 

main roads, cross roads, fords and bridges appears a key criteria for assembly points 

while the nearby Buckinghamshire Hundred of Secklow used a flattened mound 

approximately 25 metres across 2 m high and encircled by a 1m wide ditch (Brookes and 

Baker 2011).  

 

Confusingly Manshead has been cited as one of a number of unusually named meeting 

places which could have more mythologically based etymological origins: 

 

‘Topographical features thought to resemble giant heads of Men (Manshead 

hundred in Bedfordshire, the Manshead meeting-place of Selkley hundred in 

Wiltshire) may similarly reflect mythological associations with giants under the 

earth; an association which may also find expression in local traditions linking 

meeting-places with giant lithic furniture (Crockern Tor, Devonshire)’ Brookes and 

Baker 2011). 
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However no standing stones are known to exist in the vicinity of Eversholt nor are there 

any burial mounds which seem to discount the possibility of it being based on 'lithic 

furniture'. The gently sloping ground rising to Lower Rads End gives little indication a 

topographic feature which could be interpreted as a 'mans head'. Although when viewed 

from Rads End the slight hummock in Clover Close(I22) (Figure 20) could possibly have 

been interpreted as a 'mans head' but only if the observer linked it to the more likely spur 

of land leadings off to the west towards Paney Hill which is effectively bracketed by the 

Fullbrook and the Tingrith brooks.  

 

 

Figure 20Mound in Clover Close (I22) putative site of Manshead Assembly point 

 

Several parts of the UK have topographical features which have been interpreted as 

giants. In Scotland there are two different ranges of hills, one in the Ochills and one on 

Arran, which because of their profile views have been named 'Sleeping warriors'. It is 
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reasonable to expect that a topographical feature referred to as a man's head would also 

be visible as a profile from a distance. 

 

 

Figure 21 LiDAR image of Manshead Common Field area 

 

At Eversholt there is a lack of long range views of hills which may have formed 

topographical features except from the direction of Tingrith and tree planting obscures the 

eastern end of the Paney Hill making interpretation difficult. The Environment Agency's 
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LiDAR 1m Digital Terrain Model (DTM) plot, available for part of Eversholt, covers most of 

the area around Rads End and provides a 'truer' record of the actual ground level heights. 

It confirms only a small difference in height observable from the direction of Rads End, 

effectively Paney Hill is a gently rounded ridge with no significant changes in orientation or 

profile along its length (Figure 21). The highest point is in the west, near the modern Mill 

Farm, becoming lower as it nears Higher Rads End. On current evidence the traditional 

location of the Manshead Hundred meeting place, irrespective of where it lay within the 

original Manshead Common Field would not appear to have been a significant 

topographical feature. A mythological interpretation therefore seems unlikely to this 

researcher. 

 

Turning to Andersons 1939 suggestion, in 1764 Eversholt's southern Parish boundary, 

delineated by Clarks Lane, ran along the course of the Tingrith stream on the south 

eastern edge of the Manshead Common Field and the group of inclosed fields called 

Mansfield Closes. Jeffrey's Map of the same period confirms that the lane connected with 

the road between Milton Bryan and Tingrith which would have allowed easy access to 

those arriving for the Manshead Hundreds assembly from the southern parishes. The 

northern end connects with the main Tingrith road. The Manshead Closes probably 

originally formed part of an extended area of common fields (Figure 23). Later maps 

indicate that following the Inclosure Act of 1808 had Clarks Lane fallen out of use by 1826 

(HER 9493). Before then Clarks Lane would have provided easy access to an assembly 

point at several points in the vicinity of the enlarged Manshead Common Field. 

 

There is a slight mound just to the northeast of the junction of the Full Brook with the 

Tingrith, which given that the meeting place excavated near Milton Keynes was only 25 

metres across could have been a similar meeting place. On closer examination the mound 

provides a platform approximately 40 metres across and 25 metres wide rising about 4 

metres high in a relatively flat area of Mansfield Common Field (Figure 21). The area to 

the north east forms a basic amphitheatre shape rising slowly from around 92 metres to a 

highpoint of 105 metres over a distance of 400- 450 metres. 

 

However further along the ridge where the ground rises to Paney Hill there is another area 

of potential interest (OSGR 499394,232118) (Figure 22). This is in close proximity to an 

oval feature shown within Millfield Close (H41) on the 1764 map.  
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Across most of the 1764 map such outlined features appear to coincide with permanent 

ponds such as the surviving dew pond in Stockings Close (Figure 22) although in this case 

without surface examination a raised feature cannot be ruled out. There is however a 

higher mound a short distance further west along the top of Paney Hill near the headland 

(H54) of Mill (previously Echlow) Common Field (OSGR 499927, 232146).   

 

Figure 22Pre-1764 dew pond in Stockings Close 

 

If the two common fields were previously considered one (Figure 23) then this pushes the 

Manshead cartographic association further west than previously. Since the boundary with 
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Tingrith lies just a few metres to the west of the high point this seems a more likely place 

for an assembly than further east.  

 

 

Figure 23 Possible Manshead Hundred Assembly points 

 

In addition to being a boundary point it meets the criteria of being near a cross roads as 

well as a fording point of the Tingrith, it is the highest point on a long low but clearly 
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defined hill and also lies between two brooks so could easily be declared neutral ground in 

a defined area during an assembly. The shape of Paney Hill also fits the EPNS 

assessment of a long low hill so on present evidence this seems to be the most likely 

location for the Manshead Assembly. 

 

Recommendation 4: Field walk the western end of Paney Hill coupled with 

geophysical and other appropriate survey methods to investigate if feature identified 

could relate to a mound used as an assembly point  
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Working the land in Eversholt  

 

In any settlement study there is always the question of how the land was worked in 

practice. There are numerous theories about how medieval nucleated villages worked 

(Williamson 2003, Martin 2007) including whether villagers shared plough teams and how 

they may have overcome the potential problem of individuals planting different crops in 

adjoining strips necessitating differing cropping regimes.  

 

When it comes to the question of how dispersed settlements such as Eversholt operated in 

the medieval period this has been met with more generalised statements. Allden notes a 

tendency for arable areas to be broken up by closes turned over to pasture and with 

meadow following the water courses so interpreting this as the reason for the parish not 

having a conventional 2, 3 or 4 field rotation system (Allden 1979, 10). Suggesting that a 

tendency for individuals to have strips in two or three contiguous fields in 1765 make it 

difficult to associate any particular fields with any one end (ibid).  

 

While this may true, an alternative approach undertaken in this project was to look at the 

distribution of the larger grouping of fields which individuals either owned or were listed as 

occupier to determine if a different picture may emerge.  

 

In the Medieval period fields could only be enclosed by agreement with the other 

commoners where individuals managed to collect several strips adjoining each other under 

a single ownership whether by purchase exchange or marriage (Fowler 1936, 41). By 

1764 Elis Seaton at Wakes End, Wm Croson at Water End; Sarah White at Lower Rads 

End and Wm Faldo at Witts End were operating the farms on behalf of larger landowners. 

Along with Susan Symons, who lived at Witts End and directly owned a significant acreage 

of land, it is possible to see that in most cases ownership and operation of fields within 

Eversholt had already become significantly concentrated land holdings. (Figure 24) 

 

By 1764 only the land farmed by Wm Faldo shows a significant degree of dispersal but this 

follows creation of larger land holdings. The smaller land owners generally only owned 

land adjacent to their home. This preference probably extended back into the medieval 

period before larger holdings were created with most individuals landholding in the 

common field strips concentrated close to their home 'Ends'.  
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Figure 24 Example landholdings by some larger occupiers 
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The ownership and occupancy situation was confused by individuals like Rob Poulton and 

Jas Yarrow. Rob Poulton is entered in the field book variously as Rob, R or Rt Poulton, 

owned land at New England but appears to have also farmed land at Rads End on behalf 

of other family members. Jas Yarrow shared ownership of a house at Hills End (E59) and 

owned an adjoining close along with occupying several fields there along with over a 

dozen individuals working several strips mainly in Stonehill Common Field as his tenants 

on land usually owned by the Rector.  

 

A final to note consider regarding working the land is the number of fields marked on the 

1764 map as containing probable dew ponds these are indicated with no stream access so 

are unlikely to have been used as fish ponds. At least 50% of are orientated generally 

NNW to SSE and located near the crests of hills although many are now ploughed out one 

at the near the northern end of Briar Stockings is still extant (Figure 22).  

 

They would originally have been over a metre deep and their hill top positioning indicates 

their probable origin as due to glacial action scoping out lumps of clay rather than being 

man made. These scoops would have been too deep to be in-filled during the medieval 

period but would have provided useful watering points when later fields were used as 

pasture.  
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Conclusions and possibilities for future investigative work in Eversholt  

 

This was designed as a means of testing whether landscape archaeological techniques 

could detect evidence for the early development of medieval Eversholt. Despite the limited 

scale of the landscape approach utilised by this project it successfully identified several 

areas within Eversholt where there is scope for further archaeological investigations.  

 

Four recommendations were made with three for active consideration as future research 

targets: the extent of the apparent hollow way in Briar Stockings Woods, the possible 

linear feature to the east of Wakes End Farm and the possible link between Paney Hill and 

the Manshead Hundred Assembly Point. The fourth recommendation was to avoid for the 

present further research into whether or not the park field names indicate the location of a 

deer park in the north east of Eversholt. 

 

Finally although limited in scope the programme of test pitting employed as the core of this 

project has confirmed the viability of extending research into other parts of the parish. 

Ideally a field walking programme should compliment this research as an investigation aid 

into both the development and extent of the early settlement and associated fields.  
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Appendix A - Test Pit Reports 
 
EVE TEST PIT 01 
Location of Test pit: Tyrrell's End Farm 
Date of Excavation: 5 and 6 April 2013 
Area excavated: 1m2 
Weather conditions: Dry  
Excavators: Iain Dickson, Marcus Cooper, Nick Swift assisted by Lamorna Dickson 
Report by: Iain Dickson 
OSGR: 498216, 232899 
 

Excavation summary: Test pit 01 was located in the garden of Tyrell's End Farmhouse 

4m to the south and 3m in from the western end of the farmhouse in an attempt to 

investigated an area shown as an open area of the farm yard on the 1764 map (D1) when 

it was recorded in the Field Book as ' House, barns, stable etc at Tyrrells End'. All spoil 

was sifted by hand through a 12.5mm grid sieve. 

 

The first layer (101) contained mainly CBM (broken brick fragments), ceramic (a few 

scattered sherds including a possible piece of Roman British grey ware, a piece of Late 

Medieval Reduced Ware and more modern a piece of bone and iron (a bent badly 

corroded nail). The second layer (102) was dominated by ceramic sherds, mainly Late 

Medieval Reduced Ware (LMRW) but also a 19/20th Century sherd of Staffordshire 

industrial ware. Other finds included a piece of green and white chequered pattern vinyl 

shelf lining, a fragment of vessel glass and struck but unmodified flints. It was at this point 

that a metal bar started to intrude into the test pit. The third layer (103) was dominated by 

CBM (tile and bricks) before a large concrete slab intruded into the pit from the baulk. 

Other finds included a sherd of Late Medieval Reduced Ware, several pieces of window 

glass, a bone and several flakes of flint only one of which had been retouched. There was 

more of the chequered vinyl shelf lining wrapped around bricks (not excavated). The fourth 

layer (104) was largely demolition rubble with CBM finds including tile, concrete complete 

and broken bricks however one tile appears to be Romano British. Other finds included a 

sherd of LMRW pottery, metal wire fragments and a 12-bore shotgun percussion cap. 

 

The fifth layer (105) contained again mainly comprised CBM (tile including one 'hook' 

shaped which could be Romano-British and another which is either Romano-British or 

medieval). Other finds included several fragments of window glass, ceramic sherds (both 

glazed and unglazed) and an animal bone. The unglazed ceramic sherd found towards the 

bottom of the pit was a fragment of flower pot.  
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There were no clear boundaries between layers and it quickly became apparent that the 

test pit had been positioned over an extensive area of buried demolition rubble. The 

householders stated their understanding after the discovery of the rubble that after a fire in 

the late 40's/early 50's several outbuildings had been demolished by a previous owner  

when still a working farm. The rubble was apparently buried in a large pit scraped into the 

farmyard extending well beyond the confines of the test pit. The metal bar intruding from 

the baulk appeared to be part of a door hinge from an outbuilding while the concrete slab 

although originally simply laid with a surface ripple pattern suitable for a buildings intended 

for use by livestock had later on been covered in linoleum. This indicates there had been a 

change in use into habitation of at least one of the outbuildings in the farm yard before its 

demolition. 

 

The discovery of what appear to be Romano-British tile and ceramic sherds raises the 

question of whether there is the remains of a Romano-British settlement or a substantial 

building somewhere in the near locality. However the fact that all of the finds came from 

amongst demolition rubble means that it is currently impossible to determine precisely 

where the building, and so the finds, came from.  
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Results-EVE 2013 TP01  

Spit/  
context  

Type of 
deposit  

Description  Comments  

Context (101) 
(Turf = 100) 
 
 
 
 

Layer Turf (2cm thick) removed by hand. Friable, 
mid yellowish brown clayey sand bottom of 
context 101 Dipping from west (10cm deep) 
to east (13cm).  
 
Finds: <1% of context ceramic sherds some 
glazed and unglazed pottery but dominated 
by CBM, other finds included glass, bone 
and iron 
 
Garden soil. 

  
TP01 context 101 
Looking WNW 

102 
 
 
 
 
  

Spit 
(below 
101) 

Friable, mid reddish brown silty sand Diffuse 
boundary with (101) above; 20cm deep 
Inclusions: 10-15% of context complete 
bricks, a large stone (15x20x10cm) and a 
metal bar 7.5x1x20+cm intruding into context 
from baulk 
 
Finds: <1% of context ceramic sherds some 
glazed and unglazed pottery, CBM, glass, 
lithic (flint), coal and vinyl shelf lining (bottom 
of context). Pottery dominated finds 
 
Garden soil above demolition layer 

 
TP01 context 102 
Looking WNW 

103 
 
 
 
 

Layer 
(below 
102) 

Friable, mid -bluish gray sandy clay with a 
lens <2% of mid yellowish clay in the 
southern end @ 25-26cm deep Diffuse 
boundary with (102) above; 33cm deep 
Inclusions: 45-50% of context complete 
bricks, stone a metal bar 7.5x1x20+cm and 
section of concrete floor covered in linoleum 
at least 50x40x8cm intruding into context 
from baulk  
 
Finds: <1% of context Largely CBM (bricks. 
Other finds lithic (one retouched and four 
unmodified flake) ceramic sherd (unglazed) 
window glass fragments. 
  
Demolition rubble  

  
TP01 context 103 
Looking WNW 
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Result-EVE 2013 TP01(Continued) 
Spit/  
context  

Type of 
deposit  

Description  Comments  

104 
 
 
 
 

Spit 
(below 
103) 

Friable, mid-reddish brown sand, mixed with 
coarse pebbles Sondage 50cmx50cm in SE 
corner of pit. Diffuse boundary with (103) 
above; 40cm deep 
Inclusions: 25-30% of context half broken 
and complete bricks,  
 
Finds: : <1% of context CBM (tile, concrete & 
badly broken bricks), iron (wire), glass 
(window & vessel) and a ceramic sherd 
(unglazed)  
 
Demolition rubble 

 
TP01 Spit 104 Looking 
WNW 

105 () 
 
 
 
 

Spit 
(below 
104)  

Friable, mid-Brownish yellow sand Base of 
sondage, 50cm deep  
Inclusions: 25-30% of context complete brick  
 
Finds: CBM, glass, bone, ceramic (glazed & 
unglazed). Other finds slate 
 
Natural sand - (bottom half of sondage no 
finds) 

 
TP01 Spit 105 Looking 
NNE 
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EVE TEST PIT 02 
Location of Test pit: Tyrrells End Farmhouse 
Date of Excavation: 6 April '13 
Area excavated: 1m2 
Weather conditions: Dry 
Excavators: Iain Dickson, Marcus Cooper, Lamorna Dickson, with assistance from 
George, Lucas and Robert Berkeley 
Report by: Iain Dickson 
OSGR: 498232, 232920 
 
Introduction: Test pit 02 was in an area of mown grass in the garden of Tyrell's End 

Farmhouse in an area that was close to if not within an old orchard shown in the 1764 map 

and recorded in the companion Field Book as ‘House, barns, stable etc at Tyrrells End’ 

(D1). It was positioned 7m in from the Eastern end of the garage and 12m straight out from 

the garage towards the east south east located near to the current greenhouse. The 

householders described the garage as once forming part of a pigsty. All spoil was sifted by 

hand through a 12.5mm grid sieve. 

 

Excavation summary: The test pit produced very different results in the quantity and 

quality of finds from Test Pit 01 located a short distance to the west. The layers were 

poorly differentiated and showed indications of having been dug at some time with an 

extensive spread of 19/20th C mainly ‘Staffordshire Industrial Wares’ blue and white and 

other glazed pottery throughout most of the pit. The majority were found much lower down 

in the pit than a relatively few pieces of 13/14th C medieval red ware which were found 

near the surface.  There was a scattering of charcoal down to about 30cm and some of the 

ceramic and glass showed evidence of burning which may indicate that some of the 

material came from a bonfire which had later on been dug into the ground.  

  

The first layer (101) contained CBM (tile and very abraded small pieces of brick), ceramic 

sherds were mainly 19/20th century (pipe stems, Staffordshire industrial ware, flower pots, 

but included three pieces of 13/14th Century earthenware. Other finds included animal. 

avian bones, iron (nails), glass, (mix of window and vessels) part of a late 19th century 

purse frame. In the second layer (102) had the largest concentration of finds from all of the 

pits combined (a quarter of the total). Around 40% of the finds were ceramic (almost all 

19th/20th Century 'Staffordshire industrial ware' plus four pieces of late 18/19th century 

'Redware' and Stoneware). Other finds included CBM (brick, tile and concrete), iron 

(jubilee clip and a mix of square cut nails and a metal strip) glass(mainly vessel glass 

along with window glass and a Victorian moulded glass button), bone (mix of avian and 
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mammal), oyster shell (one piece burnt) a piece of tin foil and an unmodified struck flint. 

There was a significant quantity of charcoal throughout this layer along with some coal and 

clinker. 

 

The third layer (103) mainly had 19/20th century material a mixture of 'Staffordshire 

industrial wares', some earthenware and a pipe stem. Other finds were glass (vessel and 

window glass) a square shafted nail, mortar, CBM (badly abraded) and an unmodified flint 

flake. Similarly the fourth layer (104), which was a half section sondage down to 38cm, 

consisted mainly of 19th/ 20th century material ceramic sherds (blue and white 

Staffordshire industrial wares plus an expensive salt glaze bowl and pieces of a flower 

pot), CBM (tile), glass (vessel plus a melted fragment) mortar and an unmodified flint flake 

there was also a piece of coal. The fifth layer (105) was a quarter sondage down to natural 

clay at 50cm. The only finds were two small pieces of bone (one burnt) some coal and a 

few pieces of charcoal. 

 

Overall the indications are that this area has not been in intensive arable use before it 

formed part of the farm area possibly being incorporated around the 13/14th century. On 

the basis of being indicated in the 1764 field map as close to or within an enclosure beside 

scattered trees to the south east of the farm it may have been part of either a 'home' 

pasture or part of an orchard for most of the subsequent period. There was no evidence 

that it had been part of a cobbled courtyard. While there was no evidence of discrete 

layers in situ to indicate that this was the site of a midden the material found may have 

originally been part of one subsequently spread out or scattered by human or animal 

agency in this part of the farm area. The relative concentration of charcoal along with 

ceramic and other material seems to indicate that the source had involved some burnt 

material but all of it dated to the late 19th or early 20th century. If the garage did form part 

of a pigsty given the habit of running pigs through orchard areas to clear up windfalls, 

remove pests and generally aerate soil this may partially explain the general ‘churning’ of 

material found in the test pit. 
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Results  EVE 2013 TP02 
 
EVE TEST PIT 03 

Spit/  
context  

Type of 
deposit  

Description  Comments  

101 (Turf=100) 
 

Layer 4cm turf removed by hand.; 6cm deep friable, 
damp brownish black silt 
 
Finds:<1% of context mainly modern ceramic 
sherds some glazed and unglazed pottery but 
also 3 pieces of 13/14 C earthenware, CBM 
(brick and tile), iron, modern glass, a base 
metal 19th C purse frame, fragment of oyster 
shell and charcoal. 
Garden soil. 

  
TP02, context 101 
looking ESE 

 
102 
 

Layer: 
(below 
101)  

Diffuse boundary with (101) above 30cm deep 
greyish brown, silty clay with scatter of 
charcoal throughout layer 
 
Finds:<3% of context ceramic sherds large 
mixture of mainly small pieces of modern 
glazed and unglazed pottery plus some CBM 
(brick, tile and mortar). Other finds included 
bone, iron, struck flint, modern glass (window 
and vessel but also a moulded button), plastic, 
shell & tin foil. 
 
Garden soil 

No image 

103 
 

Layer 
(below 
102) 

Diffuse boundary with (102) above: 34cm 
deep mid-yellowish brown, sandy clay no 
charcoal 
 
Finds: <1% of context mixture of glass 
(mainly vessel) and ceramic (glazed and 
unglazed modern pottery) other finds CBM, 
nail, unmodified flint flake, mortar and plastic. 
Garden soil 

  
TP02, context 103 
looking ESE 

 
104 
 
 
 
 
 

Layer 
(below 
103) 

Diffuse boundary with (103) above: 38cm 
deep: Dark yellowish-brown clay <1% coarse 
pebbles 
 
Finds: <1% of context mixture of small pieces 
of glazed and unglazed modern pottery 
(including a piece of high status 19th C English 
salt glaze) plus some CBM, unmodified flint 
flake, glass including one piece melted and 
mortar. 
Natural clay layer 

  
TP02, context 104 
looking WNW 

 

105 
 
 
 
 
 

Spit 
(below 
104) 

Quarter sondage in NE corner into Dark 
yellowish-brown clay 50cm deep  
 
Finds: <1% of context bone including one 
piece burnt – all finds from top of sondage. 
  
Natural clay layer 

No image 
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Location of Test pit:  Pasture to the east of Linden House, Church End 
Date of Excavation: 10 and 11 Apr '13 
Area excavated: 1m2 
Weather conditions: Overcast but mainly dry with a short spatter of rain on 10 April, 
sunny and dry all of 11 April.  
Excavators: Iain Dickson 
Report by: Iain Dickson 
OSGR: 498489, 232472 
 
Introduction: Test pit 03 was located in an area of rough pasture to the east of Linden 

House 37.5m from wall 1st buttress in an ESE direction parallel with the main road 

alignment so 8m from road at excavation point.  The pasture is recorded in the 1764 map 

and field book as pasture owned by Francis Cook (G18) but still has residual remains of 

ridge and furrow plough marks although not as pronounced as the field immediately to the 

east. All spoil was sifted by hand through a 12.5mm mesh sieve.  

  

Excavation summary: The first layer (101) contained CBM (modern industrial tile) iron 

(badly corroded nail and unidentifiable metal fragment as well as a piece of slag) and 2 

pieces of badly abraded ceramic (unglazed) which are probably late medieval. Other finds 

were some pieces of coal. The second layer (102) was an area of scattered charcoal in a 

rough figure of eight pattern indicating that it was from a discrete burning event but 

probably given its relative depth some time before the area was ploughed. There were no 

finds from this layer although the melted slag in context 101 was found only a centimetre 

or so above it indicating it may have originally been associated with the burning event. The 

third layer (103) contained four unmodified flint flakes, a very small and badly abraded 

piece of ceramic so undiagnostic and some charcoal. Spit (104) recovered only a broken 

flint tool and more scattered evidence of burning in the form of charcoal. Spit (105) 

recovered no archaeological material. 

  

The limited ceramic evidence from the test pit indicates that despite its proximity to Church 

End this field may have only been intensively ploughed for a relatively short period of time, 

a matter of no more than a century or so, before reverting to pasture. Ceramic finds were 

small and heavily abraded so unidentifiable to period and in the case of the final piece 

found possibly disturbed by animal action (moles). The lithic material, unusually for the pits 

excavated during this project comprised almost 50% of the finds. Mainly these were 

unmodified flakes probably dating from the Late Neolithic or Bronze Age but one piece, 

although broken so incapable of full identification, showed evidence for careful working to 
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create an edge. This indicates that although probably also Late Neolithic or Bronze Age it 

may have been part of an axe or other specialist cutting tool. 
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Results EVE 2013 TP 03 

Spit/  
context  

Type of 
deposit  

Description  Comments  

101 (turf = 100) 
 
 
 
 
 

Layer 4cm turf removed by hand.; 14cm deep 
friable, damp mid-reddish brown silty clay. 
 
Finds: :<1% of context CBM, ceramic nail 
and a possible piece of iron slag 
 
Pasture soil. 

  
TP03, context 101, 
looking NNE 

102 
 
 
 
 
  

Layer 
(below 
101) 

16cm deep friable, damp mid-yellowish 
brown clayey silt. A lens of scattered 
charcoal 2 cm thick covered approximately 
60% of this layer 
 
Finds: No finds 
 
Sub-soil - bottom of ridge & furrow. 

  
TP03, context 101, 
looking NNE 

103 
 
 
 
 
 

Layer 
(below 
102) 

22cm deep friable, damp mid-yellowish 
brown clayey silt. Increase in stones some 
flint 
 
Finds: :<1% of context Ceramic and lithic 
(unmodified flint flakes) 
 
Sub-soil. 

 No image 

104 
 
 
 
 

Spit 
(below 
103) 

Sondage 40cm deep friable, damp mid-
yellowish brown clay.  
 
Finds: :<1% of context lithic (broken flint tool 
found at top of sondage) 
 
Natural clay. 

  
TP03, context 101, 
looking NNE 

105 
 
 
 
 
 

Spit 
(below 
104) 

Sondage 50cm deep in NE corner friable, 
damp mid-yellowish brown clay 
 
Finds: No finds 
 
Natural clay. 
 

 
TP03, context 101, 
looking NNE 
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EVE TEST PIT 04 
Location of Test pit: Hereford House garden Tyrell's End  
Date of Excavation: 4 May 2013 
Area excavated: 1m2 
Weather conditions: Mainly Dry - short shower around midday.  
Excavators: Iain Dickson, Emrys Williams, Margaret Wells, Steve Pope 
Report by: Iain Dickson 
OSGR: 498237, 233375 
 
 
Introduction TP04 was located 9m south and 2m east of the SE corner of Hereford 

House (built around 1920) in an area of lawn. It was placed at the householders request in 

an attempt to locate activity near to the edge of a pond shown on the 1764 map. The pond 

had abutted Rush Hill Baulk which lay at the eastern end of Loughlands Piece (B71 in the 

1764 Field Book and map) which was within Abbots Corner Furlong and part of the larger 

area encompassed by Stonehill Common Field. All spoil was sifted by hand through a 

12.5mm grid sieve. 

 

Excavation summary: The layers were poorly differentiated and in lower levels showed 

strong evidence for burrowing activity by moles spreading material vertically through the 

pit. The majority of finds were consistent with debris relating to the construction of the 

house in the early 20th century or had suffered damage consistent with the results of 

repeated ploughing. 

 

The first layer (101) contained a significant proportion of building related material broken 

bricks, tiles, nails, wire and broken 25mm plastic pipe fittings. The ceramic finds apart from 

a single piece of white china were mainly badly abraded and unglazed so undiagnostic 

medieval or post medieval. although their abraded nature indicating they were more likely 

to be earlier than later. The flint material included a broken core and 3 retouched flakes but 

from different lithic sources so probably brought to the site rather than locally sourced. The 

finds from second layer (102) indicate that despite a slight difference in soil colouration it 

was closely associated with the layer above again containing building material CBM (tile) 

and nails along with broken bottle glass. The flint material had been struck into flakes but 

was unmodified. The third layer (103) contained a small badly abraded piece of CBM, a 

corroded nail, two fragments of flint, one of which had been burnt and a single sherd of 

Roman pottery of note since only two other test pits recorded either Roman or possible 

Roman finds. The final layer excavated (104) contained only struck but unmodified flints 

one of which showed evidence of being sourced from river pebbles. 
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The householder was informed during the excavation that the previous owner had filled in 

a pond somewhere in the vicinity of the test pit although map evidence indicates that it was 

mainly located beyond the edge of the current property.  The range of finds excavated 

indicates most evidence of being residue from the construction of the house in the early 

20th century. The worked flints found indicates that there had been some form of regular 

activity in this area in the late Neolithic/ Bronze Age period. 
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Results EVE 2013 TP04 
 

Spit/  
context  

Type of 
deposit  

Description  Comments  

101 
(Turf = 100) 
 
 
 
 
 

 Layer 4cm turf removed by hand; 12 cm deep (from 
lowest point) Firm mid-pinkish brown sandy 
silt. The ground sloped down by 8cm from 
the NE to the SE corner of the test pit. 
 
Finds :<3% of context CBM (mainly tile and 
brick but also lump of bitumen), ceramic 
sherds (glazed and unglazed), iron (nails and 
wire), flint (core fragment and unmodified 
flakes), glass, plastic (pipe fittings) other 
finds - slate and clinker. 
 
Garden soil. 

  
TP04, context 101 
looking North 

 

102 
 
 
 
 
  

Layer 
(below 
101) 

18 cm deep (from lowest point) Firm, mid-
yellowish brown sandy silt. 
(Moles) 
 
Finds :<1% of context CBM (tile), ceramic 
sherd (glazed), flint (unmodified flake), glass 
(bottle fragments) 
 
Garden soil well mixed. 

  
TP04, context 102 
looking North 

 
103 
 
 
 
 
 

 Layer 
(below 
102) 

30 cm deep (from lowest point) Firm, light-
reddish brown sandy silt 
 
Finds: :<1% of context CBM, ceramic sherd 
(unglazed), iron (nail), flint (unmodified flakes 
- one burnt) 
 
sub soil  

  
TP04, context 103 
looking North 
 

104 
 
 
 
 
 

 Spit 
(below 
103) 

Sondage 50 cm deep (from lowest point of 
surface) Firm, mid-greenish brown clayey silt 
 
Finds: :<1% of context flint (unmodified 
flakes) 
 
Natural 

  
TP04, context 104 
looking North 
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EVE TEST PIT 05 
Location of Test pit: Hereford House Tyrell's End  
Date of Excavation: 4 and 5 May 2013 
Area excavated: 1m2 
Weather conditions: Dry  
Excavators: Iain Dickson, Emrys Williams, Margaret Wells, Steve Pope 
Report by: Iain Dickson 
OSGR: 498228, 233441 
 
Introduction: TP05 was located in the pasture 43m north of the NE corner of the utility 

extension of Hereford House (built in the 1920s).  It was located in an area away from the 

presumed pond in Loughlands Piece but like TP04 in an area that had previously been 

under strip cultivation within Abbots Corner Furlong (B77) so part of the larger area 

encompassed by Stonehill Common Field. The intention was to use TP05 in direct 

comparison with TP04 to see if there was any significant difference in the proportion of 

pre-modern finds from areas in relatively close proximity which would have seen similar 

use in the medieval and post-mediaeval period. All spoil was sifted by hand through a 

12.5mm grid sieve. 

  

Excavation summary: Finds were consistent with the area having been used as 

agricultural land and recent use as a pasture. The first spit (101) contained CBM (small 

broken and rounded pieces of brick and tile), ceramic sherd (a few pieces of 19th/ 20th 

century tea and dining ware, some 19/20th century industrial earthenware, a single sherd 

of late 18/19th C red earthenware and a pipe stem), glass (mainly vessel glass) a metal 

button iron nails and flint (unmodified flakes). The second layer (102) contained CBM 

(badly abraded but both tile and brick), ceramic a single sherd of Brill slipware (18th/19th 

C), 19/20th C industrial ware (flower pot) and an undiagnostic medieval or post-medieval 

sherd, other finds included bone, glass, metal (nails) and flint (unmodified flakes but also a 

core fragment (Neolithic or Bronze Age). 

 

The finds in the third spit (103) were all confined to the upper 5 cm of the spit in an area 

heavily disturbed by mole runs so no further excavation was deemed necessary.  The 

finds comprised of CBM (heavily abraded brick and some tile fragments), a few small 

ceramic sherds (19th/20th century table ware and flower pot and a single sherd of 

porcelain), bone, iron (nails) and flint (Neolithic or Bronze Age unmodified flakes).  

  

The area had been heavily disturbed by ploughing and mole activity and there was no 

securely dateable material before the late 18th or 19th centuries. However one sherd of 
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pottery was of a type indicative of medieval or early post-medieval work as were several 

pieces of the CBM found although all were abraded which may indicate that this area was 

in arable use during the medieval period for several centuries before it became pasture. As 

with the other pits there was an unusually larger proportion of good quality ceramics 

compared to the more utilitarian 'red wares' usually found on other arable sites. The flint 

core fragment argues for flint being brought into this area and worked although there were 

no debitage found to indicate that it was worked nearby.  
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Results EVE 2013 TP05 
  

Spit/  
context  

Type of 
deposit  

Description  Comments  

(100 = Turf) 
101 
 
 
 
 
 

 Spit Turf (3 cm thick) removed by hand. 20cm 
deep, firm damp mid-reddish brown silty 
clay. All layers poorly sorted stones up to 
6x3x3cm well rounded to sub angular. poorly 
differentiated layers. 
 
Finds:<1% of context CBM (brick & tile), 
ceramic (glazed & unglazed), iron (nails), 
glass (vessel & window) metal button and 
flint (unmodified flakes) plus charcoal 
 
Pasture topsoil into subsoil 

  
TP05, context 101 
looking North 

 

102 
 
 
 
 
  

 Layer 
(below 
102) 

27cm deep, firm damp, mid-yellowish brown 
clayey silt poorly differentiated layers with 
evidence for animal burrows (moles) 
 
Finds: :<1% of context CBM (brick & tile), 
ceramic (glazed & unglazed), bone, glass 
(window & Vessel) iron (nails) & flint (core 
fragment & unmodified flakes), coal & 
charcoal  
 
subsoil 

  
TP05, context 102 
looking North 

 

103 
 
 
 
 
 

 Spit 
(below 
102) 

40cm deep, firm damp, mid-yellowish brown 
clayey silt 
 
Finds: :<1% of context CBM (brick & tile), 
ceramic (glazed & unglazed plus porcelain), 
bone, iron (nails) & flint (unmodified flakes) 
 
Subsoil into natural 

  
TP05, context 103 
looking North 
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EVE TEST PIT TP06 
Location of Test pit: Witts End Close 
Date of Excavation: 6 and 7 May 2013 
Area excavated: 1m2 
Weather conditions:  
Excavators: Iain Dickson 
Report by: Iain Dickson 
OSGR: 498822, 232925 
 
Introduction The Test pit was positioned 29m to the NW of Witts End Close, two metres 

short of the fence line in an area which up to the 1930's or 40's had been part of a larger 

field, the close associated with Witts End Farm. This is described in the Field Book as 

'Farmhouse, barns, stables, yard, garden, close' and marked (G39) on the 1764 map. In 

1764 the close ran to the back of the farm but the area was incorporated as part of the 

garden in the 1950s when it was grassed and partially landscaped. All spoil was sifted by 

hand through a 12.5mm grid sieve. 

  
Excavation summary The layers were poorly differentiated and in lower levels showed 

strong evidence for burrowing activity by moles. 

 

The first layer (101) contained ceramic (unglazed and glazed) mainly 14-16C LMRW plus 

a single sherd of 17/18th C Rhenish stoneware indicating high status imports and small 

sherds of 19/20th C Staffordshire industrial ware. Other finds were CBM (mainly tile), 

bone, iron (nail and undiagnostic metal slag) plus an unmodified flint flake.  

  
 The second layer (102) contained CBM (tile including a piece containing a nail hole) 

ceramic (unglazed) mainly badly abraded LMRW with single sherds of an 18/19C 

earthenware bowl and a more modern flower pot. The third layer (103) contained mainly 

LMRW including a large strap handle sherd plus CBM (badly abraded) and an unmodified 

flint flake. 

 

The indications are that this field had been heavily ploughed over a long period of time and 

was still ploughed up until it had been fenced off. Mole activity had brought some of the 

later material down into earlier layers which were poorly differentiated also being affected 

by tree roots. The finds included the largest proportion of LMRW from any of the test pits 

as well as some high status imported material indicating that the occupiers of the land had 

been well off during the late medieval and early modern periods. As with other test pits the 
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struck flint only provides indications of Late Neolithic/ Bronze Age activity but is non-

diagnostic as to which. 
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Results EVE 2013 TP06 
 

Spit/  
context  

Type of deposit  Description  Comments  

Spit 101 
(turf=100) 
 
 
 
 
 

Layer  Turf (3 cm thick) removed by hand. 
13cm deep (soil surface sloping 
down by 2cm west to east), 
compacted dark-yellowish green, 
sandy clay . Poorly sorted stones in 
all layers <1% up to 7x4x3cm well 
rounded to sub angular. 
. 
Finds: <1% of context CBM, ceramic 
sherds (glazed & unglazed). bone, 
iron, slag, flint (unmodified flake) 
 
Garden soil 

  
TP06, context 101 
looking Northwest 

102 
 
 
 
 
  

Layer (below 101) 17cm deep: Friable mid-yellowish 
brown sandy clay 
  
Finds: <1% of context CBM (tile & 
brick), ceramic sherds (unglazed) 
 
Garden soil 

  
TP06, context 102 
looking Northwest 

103 
 
 
 
 
 

 Layer (below 
102) 

26 cm deep: Friable dark-reddish 
brown gritty clay 
 
Finds: <1% of context CBM. ceramic 
sherds (unglazed), flint (unmodified 
flake) 
 
Plough soil 

  
TP06, context 103 
looking Southwest 

104 
 
 
 
 
 

 Spit (below 103) Sondage 40cm deep: Friable dark-
reddish brown gritty clay 
 
Finds: No finds  
 
Natural   

TP06, context 104  

looking Northwest 
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EVE TEST PIT TP07 
Location of Test pit: Pasture to the east of Rads End Farm 
Date of Excavation: 26 and 27 May 2013 
Area excavated: 1m2 
Weather conditions: Dry 
Excavators: Iain Dickson 
Report by: Iain Dickson 
OSGR: 499489, 233031 
 
Introduction: TP07 was located 40m NE and 30m to the SE of the NE corner of Rads 

End Farm (approx 13.5m from the road) in a pasture which was marked in the Field Book 

and map of 1764 as Poulton's Home Close (M22) when it was also in use as pasture. The 

field had been ploughed within the last 20 years. All spoil was sifted by hand through a 

12.5mm grid sieve. 

 

Excavation summary: This was one of only three test pits along with TP02 and 08 which 

produced pre industrial earthenware usually the most commonly found ceramic material in 

rural areas. Finds from the site were badly abraded or showed other signs of damage and 

the layers were poorly differentiated both consistent with ploughing which had been carried 

out until recent years when the field was turned over to pasture. Although relatively few 

finds were made this pit compared to others within garden areas it produced some 

interesting middle to late medieval material. 

 

The first layer (101) contained mainly ceramic sherds (glazed and unglazed) 

approximately half were 19/20th C Staffordshire industrial wares along with some 

unidentifiable sherds but the remainder were 19/early 20th C earthenware sherds. Other 

finds were CBM (badly abraded fragments). The second layer (102) comprised only an 

undiagnostic ceramic sherd and an unmodified struck flint flake.  

 

The third layer (103) contained ceramic sherds (unglazed) all Late Medieval Reduced 

Ware comparable in quality to those found at TPs 01, 06 & 08. Other finds were an 

unmodified flint flake and a smooth round pebble geologically inconsistent with those 

found elsewhere in this and other Test pits. Although unmodified this stone appears to 

have been deliberately brought to the site which is on top of a ridge some 20-30 metres 

above and several hundred meters the nearest watercourse. Water rounded it is of a size 

and weight consistent with intended use with a medieval period stonebow (or 'prod') as 

'shot' when hunting small game such as birds. 
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Results EVE 2013 TP07 

 

 

Spit/  
context  

Type of deposit  Description  Comments  

101 (Turf = 100) 
 
 
 
 
 

 Layer Turf (4 cm thick) removed by hand. 
Firm dark brown fine sandy clay 
10cm deep. Poorly sorted stones in 
all layers <1% up to 6x3x2cm well 
rounded to sub angular. 
 
Finds: :<1% of context CBM, 
ceramic sherds (glazed & unglazed). 
flint (unmodified flake) 
 
Plough soil 

  
TP07, context 101 
looking NE 

102 
 
 
 
 
  

Layer (below 101) Friable gritty clay dark yellowish 
20cm deep 
  
Finds: :<1% of context ceramic 
sherd (unglazed), flint (unmodified 
flake) 
 
Plough soil 

  
TP07, context 102 
looking NE 

103 
 
 
 
 
 

Spit (below 102) Sondage: Friable gritty sand  mid-
reddish-yellow 40cm deep 
  
Finds: :<1% of context ceramic 
sherd (unglazed), flint (unmodified 
flake), stone (stonebow shot?) 
 
Natural 

  
TP07, context 101 
looking NE 
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EVE TEST PIT 08 
Location of Test pit: Eversholt Lower School 
Date of Excavation: 6 and 7 June 2013 
Area excavated: 1m2 
Weather conditions: Bright and sunny 
Excavators: Iain Dickson assisted by pupils of Eversholt Lower School 
Report by: Iain Dickson 
OSGR: 498253, 232470 
 
Introduction TP08 was positioned 35m to the WNW and 12m to the NNE of the SW 

corner of the western wall of the 1st year classroom (final location approx 2.7m from the 

churchyard wall). In what was recorded in the 1764 map and field book as the larger 

(eastern) half of Steeple Close (F14) which was in use as pasture. The land had been 

gifted to the school in the mid-1800's presumably after it had been split in two with the 

eastern section enclosed by the Woburn Estate boundary wall and becoming part of the 

enlarged churchyard. All spoil was sifted by hand through a 12.5mm grid sieve with 

assistance from most of the pupils during class visits to the excavation. 

  
Excavation summary Finds from this pit in the upper levels were heavily influenced by 

probable construction debris from the nearby wall and its use as a school playing field and 

recreational area for over a hundred years. The distribution of finds in deeper spits, 

especially smaller sherds, were affected in some instances by animal activity (mole runs) 

but indicate that the area was in use for ploughing for several centuries before being gifted 

to the school.  

  

 The first layer (101) contained CBM (all tile of similar pattern to nearby wall), ceramic 

sherds included: 19/20th C Staffordshire industrial ware (several fitting together); 19th C 

earthenware and Bristol Glaze stoneware; 18/19th C Staffordshire slipware moulded open 

flatwork and 14-16th C Late Medieval Reduced Ware (LMRW), glass (mainly vessel 

shards), a small angled metal bar, and a George III silver sixpence this last found in close 

proximity to the base of the dump of mortar so could have been lost around the same time 

it was deposited. Other finds were an unmodified struck flint flake and a single toe bone. 

This last probably carried by vermin or birds from the adjoining burial ground since no 

other human bones were recovered. 

 

The second layer (102) contained a dump of mortar plus a fragment of 18th C 

Churchwarden pipe bowl beneath the mortar . This is consistent with the mortar having 

been discarded during the building of the nearby boundary wall in the early 19th C. The 
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third layer (103) contained CBM (brick) ceramic sherds 14-16th C LMRW and some which 

could either be LMRW or Romano-British. Other finds were unmodified struck flint flakes 

form the Neolithic/ Bronze Age period. Evidence of mole activity became apparent at this 

level 

 

The Fourth layer (104) comprised 80-85% of the area on the eastern side of the pit it 

contained CBM (brick) and ceramic sherds mainly LMRW. All of the ceramic material was 

abraded consistent with it having been in plough soil for some time. The fifth layer (105) 

contained no finds and when investigated appeared to be a natural ridge of clay running 

SE to NW in the western side of the pit. The sixth layer (106), the start of the sondage in 

the SE corner of the pit, contained CBM (tile fragments) and a shard of window glass but 

this was found at the bottom of a vertical mole pipe so probably come from a higher 

context.  The seventh layer (107) contained ceramic sherds; 14-16C LMRW and a sherd of 

possible Roman grey ware all from the top 4cm of the sondage below that was natural 

unploughed soil. 
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Results EVE 2013 TP 08 

Spit/  
context  

Type of deposit  Description  Comments  

101 (turf = 100) 
 
 
 
 
 

 Layer Turf (3cm thick) removed by hand.  
Friable, mid-greenish brown clayey 
silt 3-10cm 
 
Finds: <2% of context: CBM (tile and 
slate), ceramic sherds (some glazed 
and unglazed pottery),glass (mainly 
vessel but also a fragment of 
obscured window glass), bone (toe 
bone), flint (unmodified flake),iron 
(angled bar), silver (Geo III sixpence 
dated 1816) also some clinker (burnt 
coal). 
 
Plough soil 

  
TP08 context 101 
Looking North 

102 
 
 
 
  

Layer (beneath 
101) 

Dump of mortar 10cm deep 
(measuring 10cm x15cm x 10cm) on 
the eastern side of trench retained 
shape of sack or cloth it had been 
contained in when dumped. No cut is 
associated with this feature. It was 
lying flat on top of context 104 
 
Finds: ceramic (church warden pipe 
bowl immediately beneath mortar). 
 
Mortar 

  
TP08 context 102 
Looking North 

103 
 

Layer (beneath 
101) 

 Friable mid-reddish brown clayey silt 
13cm deep 
 
Finds:<1% of context: CBM, ceramic 
sherds (unglazed pottery), flint 
(unmodified flakes), mortar 
Plough soil 

  
TP08 context 103 
Looking North 

 
104 
 

Layer 
(beneath103) 

 Friable mid-reddish brown silty sand  
20cm deep 
 
Finds: <1% of context CBM, ceramic 
sherds (unglazed pottery) 
Plough soil 

  
TP08 context 104 
Looking North 
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105 
 

Layer (beneath 
103) 

Firm mid-bluey grey clay 
 
17cm deep (probed to 27cm) 
 
No Finds: 
 
Natural 

 
TP08 context 105 
Looking West 
 

106 
 
 
 
 
 

Layer (beneath 
104) 

Sondage SE corner 50x50cm - 
friable mid-reddish brown silty sand 
20-24cm 
 
Finds: CBM, glass (window glass but 
found at bottom of vertical animal 
burrow (mole run) 
 
Plough soil 

 
TP08 context 106 
Looking North 

 
107 
 
 
 
 
 

Layer (beneath 
106) 

Mid-greenish yellow clay 
24-40cm 
 
Finds: ceramic sherds (unglazed 
pottery) all from top 4cm of sondage 
 
Natural 
 

 
TP08 context 107 
Looking South 

 
 
[14958] 
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Supplementary Information 
 
Glossary (Mainly drawn from Butlin The Agricultural History Review and OED entries) 
 
Aratral 'curve' Reverse-S shape often found on the edges of fields which were originally ploughed 

during the medieval period in strips by teams of oxen although may only show as a 
curved shape if ploughing went across slopes. 

Assart An area of woodland which has been cleared during the medieval or early modern 
period normally leaving a characteristic wavy edge in field patterns.  

Baulk An unploughed piece of land in a common arable field, with various uses: as an 
access path, by which a tenant could reach his land (known as a FOOTBALK) ; a 
boundary between shotts, strips, and other units of arable; or merely places which are 
unsuitable for cultivation. Baulks were often grazed by tethered animals.  

Butt A section in a common arable field  which has been shortened by the irregular shape 
of the field, and is therefore shorter than the others in the same block of arable land, 
which ran in the same direction and had at either end a headland on which the 
plough-team could turn. 

Close A field which has been enclosed with a fence or other barrier. This may indicate a 
field which has been 'inclosed' by agreement of the commoners from part of what 
had previously been a common field. 

Croft This could indicate that the field identified as a croft was in the medieval period 
adjoining a toft or house platform.  However usually 'crofts' are long narrow strips 
and none of the Eversholt fields named as crofts meet this criteria. 

Dole (Medieval English "dole"), meaning a "portion or share of land", especially in the 
common field. The term "dole" was also used of a boundary-mark, such as a stone 
used to mark the separate allocations. A Dole Meadow is one divided into strips, the 
individual occupation of which is changed annually by the drawing of lots, but which 
is open at certain times of the year for grazing in common to all the temporary 
occupants of the lots. 

Feoffees A trustee invested with a freehold estate to hold in possession for a purpose, typically 
a charitable one, historical (in feudal law) a person to whom a grant of freehold 
property is made.  

Furlong A measure of length, originally the length of a furrow in the common arable field, 
which varied widely in different areas. As a statutory measure of length, it is equal to 
one-eighth of a statute mile, or 220 yards. The term had other meanings, e.g. a block 
of selions (or strips) in the common arable field. 

Glebe Glebe (also known as Church furlong or parson's closes) is an area of land within a 
manor and parish used to support a parish priest. 

Headland Unploughed area at the short end of a strip where soil builds up during ploughing 
Piece Field or furlong name sometimes indicating where one or more strips has been 

incorporated into an enclosed field.  
Pightle a small field or enclosure  
Sheep Walk (a) A stretch of unfenced pasture for sheep. (b) A right vested in the lord of a manor 

to feed sheep on the lands of the manor, including tenant land, at certain times of the 
year 

Slade a shallow valley, a piece of greensward in a long depression in the fields, too marshy 
to cultivate  

Slipe A strip of raised land usually by a stream or river 
Stocking Clearance of woodland indicated by stocc (a stump) or stoccing (a clearing) 
Strip Land allocated to an individual in the Common Fields 
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Tenement The land held by a tenant in a community, i.e. his land in the common fields and the 
common rights attached to it. It includes his house and garden. In the courts, this 
term could be used of a very wide variety of holdings, especially 'free tenements'. 

Waste 'Common' Waste includes a wide variety of classes of land, all of which were either 
uncultivated or uncultivable. They were used as permanent sources of grazing for 
livestock, as sources of fuel, and of material for repairs of houses and implements, 
and they also allowed the expansion of the arable area to take place, by enclosure and  
improvement. In Eversholt several of the roads embankments were described as 
'waste' and so open to grazing. 
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Ceramic Finds from Eversholt Test Pits 2013 
 
Test Pit 
No 

RB RB or 14-
16 

13 to 
14 

14 to 
16 

Med/ 
PM 

LM/ 
PM 

Modern Misc X-
Coord 

Y-
Coord 

TP01 1  2 7 1  6 1 498216 232899 
TP02   3    99  498232 232920 
TP03      2  1 498489 232472 
TP04 1    6  4  498237 233375 
TP05     1  18 3 498228 233441 
TP06    15   6  498822 232925 
TP07    4   8 5 499489 233031 
TP08 1 2  12 1  11 1 498253 232470 
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Tables A & B of the 1764 Field Book as transcribed by Fowler in 1936  
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Figure 1 Eversholt Field Map in 1764 (BHRS 1936 [R1/ 248] (used with permission of the Trustees of the Bedford Settled Estates) 


